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Constituents.
Touches.
ishing
Mexican Ambassador.

Deming-Mlmbr- es

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Dec. 7. Delegate Andrews introduced a bill to appropriate
$3u,000 for a site for a public building
at Alamogordo. It was referred to!
the committee on public buildings and
grounds. Also $2,000 for the digging
of a well for public use near Ingel-villto be expended by the board of
county commissioners of Chaves county. Andrews is taking up with Postmaster General Hitchcock the
from Roswell to Vaughn which
was abolished today. Chairman Burke

Governor Mills is expected home
this evening from hl3 trip to the lower Pecos Valley.
Nctary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed
Mark B. Thompson of Las Cruces a
notary public.
Incorporation,
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Biggs Irrigation Company
of Willard, Torrance county. The capitalization Is $50,000 divided into 500
shares. The Incorporators and directors are: S. V. Biggs 498 shares, FredHubbard
erick Biggs 1 share; W.-1 share, of Willard.

e

auto-rout-

reported that the Indian appropriation
bill caries about $8,000,000. It is th3
earliest report ever made to Congress.
The President made an inquiry today
about the New Mexico constitution.
Andrews received a copy of the New
Mexico constitution today.
Chamizal Zone Treaty.
Washington, Dec. 7. The Senate
committee on foreign relations today
voted to recommend to the Senate the
approval of the treaty between the
United States and Mexico by which
the dispute over the Chamizal zone at
El Paso will be submitted to arbitra-

Vaughn Roswell Mail Route,
Today, in accordance with orders
of the Post Office Department, the
route between
automobile mail
Vaughn, Guadalppe. county, and Roswell, is "to be abandoned. These orders were issued with no priliminary

intimation that the department intended this step. It will work considerable hardship on the mail contractors and also cause considerable delay in the mails between central New
Mexico and the Lower Pecos Valley.
Remonstrances have been filed with
the Post Office Department against
the abandonment of the route.
Arrested Knife Wielder.
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk reports from Chama, that he arrested
a "knife wielder" at that place and
lodged him in jail, but fails to give
bis name.
Torrance County Court,
Judge John R. McFie will convene
court for Torrance county at Estan-ci-a
on next Monday. Sheriff Juius
Meyers' is subpoening the juries this

tion.
WORK BEGINS SOON
ON PLAZA IMPROVEMENT.
New
Street
Pavement
Contract
Awarded to the Penitentiary. Proceedings of Council.
At the meeting of the city council

held last night all the members were
present with the exception of Canuto
Alarid. The council instructed a special committee, consisting of the mayor, Counflcilmen Lopez and Armijo
to call on the warden of the penitentiary to have a contract made to get
that portion of San Francisco Street
south side of the plaza paved with
vitrified brick and to finish out San
Francisco Street from the V. S. Bank
to the railroad bridge with the same
material, the property owners having
agreed to this work. This will mean
a valuable improvement to the city.
The mayor and the other members of
the committee called on Warden Romero and closed the deal this after-

week.

Territorial Funds.
Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Walter B. Wag
ner, treasurer oi can juan county,
trea$2779.17; from Gregory Page,
surer of McKinley county $5098.29;
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
bank examining fees; Game
$50,
Warden Thomas P. Gable $10.75.
Clerk in General Land Office.
Mrs. Minnie Brumbach of Estancla,
hfl.n taken
temnnmrv unsitinn ah
stenographer in the General Land office in this city.
Good Roads Inspection,
Assistant Engineer Charles D.
ler has returned from Deming
Las Cruces. He went over the
road as representative of
Engineer Sullivan and found that the
road is completed although it needs
considerable retouching in places.
The people are highly pleased with
the elimination of the long stretches
of sand which made traffic expensive
and were surprised at the low figure
of cost at which an
road laid across the sands. Mr, Miller also attended an exhibition of the
work done by the pumping plants
near Deming and pronounced it wond-'erfun
Land Commissioner R. P.
and Engineer Sullivan after a
banquet at Las Cruces left for Alamogordo to inspect the La
road project Mr. Miller reports that
TiHToTt in favnr nf tha mnatttiiHrm
in luna ana
is rapiaiy gaming
grouna
..
Tt
i xi x li.
Territorial!

noon.

Treasurer

Garcia read his report
a
of finances for November showing
balance In the general fund of $3,846.-95- ;
in the .interest fund, $397.83 and
the road fund, $569.10 and in the sewer fund $75, making a total of $4,888.-88- .
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The marshal's report was then read
showing he had collected for street
paving the sum of $186.20; for road
ta es $232 and fines $35, making a
total of $453.20. He also reported
work accomplished on the bridge on
Agua Fria Street, the erection of four
signs calling attention to speed limit
etc., making of screens for the sifting
of gravel and the repairing of bridge
across the Arroyo Sals. He also re
ported on fumigation of a house and
the construction of two culverts. The

marshal reported 11 arrests during
the past month. The council instructed him to repair the sidewalk to the
Arroyo Sals bridge.
The committee on health was requested to inspect certain premises
in the business portion of the town
with a view having them cleaned.
of thfi nnnstltntlnn will ho ereatlv dis The mayor was
instructed to check
appointed in the vote that will be cast out former city treasurer J. B.
in those sections.
Read and release him from his bond.
Five More Prisoners.
The lighting committee was inFive more prisoners have arrived structed to make every effort to get
from
Luna county having been the lighting company to install the
brought here at noon today by Sheriff lights promised so that the city will
Stephens. They were sentenced by be properly illuminated.
Judge Parker at Deming. Their
Mayor Seligman called the atten--t
names are Antonio Fuentes, 6 months on
of Chairman Baca of the sewer
to 1 year and one day; Jack O'Don-nelcommittee to the widenning Upper Pal
1 to 2 years; George Shafer,
ace Avenue and he was asked to
6 months to 1 year; Miguel Gonzales,
a report at the next meeting.
6 months and 1 day; Bernardo Duran, make
The
league was to have
year.
the council last
before
appeared
did not have any represenbut
night
SECURED $35,000 IN
v
tatives present.
JEWELRY FROM GERMANY
Seligman r complimented
Mayor
on the
who made
reports
Alleged New Mexican Arrested in those
He
work.
their
of
thoroughness
New York on Serious Charge. He
stated that the poll tax and license
Admits His Identity.
taxes are. being. , collected11 and expres.
11
...
.l
Bed the DOPB IDBl It W"l U'.l u ur
Tnhn TlAn
New Vnrlr TW 7
De Elerduv. a real estate owner in cessary to haul any one into court
New Mexico, was arrested here this . December is,
afternoon in connection with illegally
The license for bicycles Is $1 per
getting jewelry and precious stones bicycle and not $3 as was erroneously
valued at about $35,000 from Otto stated. ', The license for motor cyles
Koch in Munich Germany, on Sep- is $4 and for automobiles is $8, Be
tember 10 last. The New Mexican sides these licenses, there is a poll tax
I
of course of $3 per head and a tax on
admitted his identity.
horses of $4.50 per head.
Appoint Judges The board of county commissioners presided over by
Postal Clerks In Awe The postal
Chairman I. Sparks met this morning force was awed by the news received
to' appoint judges of the election for this morning that Secretary Jaffa
justices of the peace which will, be wanted to buy $1,000 worth of stamps
held Monday, January 2. The commis- to mall out the 75,000 copies of the
sioners appointed three judges for constitution and the force is in terror
each of the 21 precincts and they are that the copies will arrive all "In a
the same as will sit when the consti- bunch." There will he a lively scene
tutional election will be held Janu- when the batch of envelopes containary 21.
ing the booklet does arrive.
Er-vie-
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1
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Phoenix, Dec. 7.JThe "Conservatives" made a supreme effort today
to eliminate the recall from the Arizo- na constitution, but failed. The ses- - j
sion vas marked by an attack on V.
S. Senator Bailey and Governor Sloan
from the Democratic side of the house
Delegate Webb of Graham county had
received a telegram from Senator
Bailey in reply to one inquiring as to
the probable effect of writing into the
j
'

!.

constitution the initiative, refereurum
and recall, Including the application
of the latter to the judiciary. Senator
Bailey stated in effect that it would
be inadvisable to write anything "debatable" nto the constitution, as "it
might provoke the opposition of the
President and invite the disapproval
of Congress."
Delegate Parsons of
Cochise said that if the country had
been raked with a fine tooth comb,
there could not have been found a
more appropriate person from whom
to obtain the desired answer. Bailey,
he declared, was not in reality a Dem
ocrat. A statement alleged to have
been made by

at

mitted.

Governor

Sloan

In

Washington, that in ris belief the
constitution would not be adopted by
the people of Arizona was deplored in
a resolution, which stated that this
attitude is presumptlous. The recall was then adopted on final Tote by
38 to9.

The legislative, judicial and executive departments articles obtained
final adoption at the afternoon session. The preamble and four articles
Initiative
increasing the boundaries,
and referendum, distribution of pow
ers and the declaration of rights were
adopted in the morning session.
Because of the inability to obtain
some of the articles from the printer
sooner, it Is predicted tonight that
the convention will not adjourn until

Friday or Saturday.
DAKOTAS ALMOST EQUAL
IN POPULATION.

Northern Portion Rapidly Catching
Up to Sister State on the South
Census

Returns.

The Census
Washington, Dec.
of North Dakota is 577,056, an increase
of 257,910 or 80.9 per cent over 1900.
South Dakota 5S3,888, an increase of
182,318 or 45.4 per cent over 1900.
Modesto township, StanCalifornia
islaus county, 7,258; 2,989 in 1900.
Florida Ocala City, Marion county
4,370; 3.3S0 in 1900.
Maine East Millinocket town, Penobscot county 923.
Mississippi Monroe county, 35,178;
7.

31.216

in

1900.

Missouri Jackson City, Cape Girardeau county 2,105; 1,658 in 1900.
Texas Laredo City, Webb county,
14,855; 13,429 in 1900.
Virginia Farmville Town, Prince
Edward county, 2,971; 2,471 in 1900.
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Dec. 7. Fifty thousand "ALL FOR IRELAND"
PARTY WINS AT CORK.
garment workers and sympathizers
marched today in the largest strike Government Coalition Now Has 167
demonstration made in Chicago since
Against 151 Votes In Parliament
of Unionist Opposition.
the teamsters' and freight handlers'
strike five years ago. Banners bear
xmdon, Dec. 7. The most Inter
ing in nine languages the slogans
es.ing of today's election news comes
"We want the union label!" and from Cork, wherein yesterday's poll"Give us a square deal!" were permit- ings the independent Nationalists deted by the police after they had been feated the Redmonities in the bitter
est fight of the campaign. So much
translated by the censor.
President of Union Killed.
reeling was aroused mat it was
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 7. Do thought wise not to announce the vicmingo Navarro, president of the scal tory for the "All for Ireland" party
ers' union, was shot and killed today last night. So far, the new parliaby Augustivea Areville, a disaffected ment stands: Government Coalition,
v
member of the union. A hundred 167; Unionists 151.
scalers were holding a meeting to
Boy Returned to His Father In
organize opposition to the union. Navarro protested and in the ensuing district court at Albuquerque, Probate
riot was shot by Arevillo.
Judge Filomeno Mora revoked guardianship papers for Pablo Garcia,
Juries for Torrance County The adopted several years ago by SantiaJuries have been drawn for Torrance go Garcia, on the ground that the latcounty and the district clerk is get ter had failed to live up to his agreeting bis records into shape to go to ment to give the boy a suitable school- Torrance county December 12, when ling. The boy was restored to his
court convenes.
father.
Chicago,

3

.

Washington, Dec. 7. With the juvenilis; today by Miss Helen Taft of
the statue to Baron Friedriob Wii
helm Von Steuben, the American penP'e showed tbelr gratitude to the Pris
sian soldier whose services helped to
found the Republic. The ceremonies
were elaborate. President Taft, Count
Von
Bernstorff and Representative
Bartholdt making
addresses. The
German American societies of the
United States made the unveiling the
occasion of great celebration.
Address by Bartholdt.
New York, Dec. 7. Representative

Richard Bartholdt of St. Louis, one
the speakers at tbe unveiling of the
monument to Baron von Steuben here
today, spoke of von Steubon as a man
of a master mind in meeting tbe requirements of organization, fundamental tactics and strategy. He related the circumstances under which
von
Steuben came to this country to assist Washington in the revolution, at the solicitation of Benjamin
Franklin, whom he met In Paris.
Finding the American army in a pitiable condition, largely on account
ot lack .of organization, Mr, Bartholdt
an inestimable
said, he performed
service to this country by reorganizing its fighting forces.
Mr. Bartholdt told of von Steuben's part in the revolution, and related how, having been placed temporarily in command of the army in the
absence of Washington, he received
the offer of surrender from Corn wall! s
at Yorktown.
"His services," Mr. uartholdt con;
to
tinned, "were from beginning
end acts of personal renunciation and
only the satisfaction of duty well performed, the growing
prospects ot
final sticcep. and proA.bly!.h; conviction that it would be difficult lor
others to fill his particular place,
could inspire the loyalty and cheer
fulness of his work. With him selfish
considerations were ever pushed into
the background by his regard for
the public welfare and the sacredness
of the cause. His life proved to be
true: that he wrote to congress
'When I drew my sword I made a
solemn vow that only death could
compel me to give up before Great
Britain would recognize American Independence.'
"The greatest honor a nation can
bestow upon a historical character
does not consist in glorifying
and
exalting him, but in doing him justice
and in according to him, the recogni
tion honestly rue him. It must,
therefore, be a singular satisfaction
to the present generation to know
,

that Baron Steuben's worth and merits were highly appreciated and honored even during his life time. Hut
what Steuben himself prized highest
of all was a letter from his
General
Washington,
written at Annapolis on December 23,
1783, a few moments before be laid
down his command. It was a testimonial more complimentary than any
given to an officer of the revolutionary-army,
and the circumstances under which it was written no less than
its contents touched the heart of the
old soldier most deeply. It read as
comman-der-in:chie-

Men, Women and Children follows:
Dear Baron: Although I
"'My
Killed by White Horse
have taken frequent opportunities,
both public and private, to acknowThieves in Nevada
BURIED

IN

TWO

TRENCHES

Startling Charge Made to De"
partment of Justice by District Attorney.

1

.

FIGHTING FORCE TEACHERS

TO 9

Charges and Insinuations as to Senator Bailey Advises Arizona Was in( Command of Continental
Army Before Yorktown for
Cunningham Claims in AlDelegates Not to Provoke
aska Not Justified.
a Time.
Disapproval of Congress.

Dec.
Washington,
7.Vindicating j
Washington, Dec. 7. With one of
the largest gatherings of waterways Secretary of the Interior Ballnger up-- j
to on all charges brought against him,
enthusiasts that ever assembled
discuss waterway improvements, the! and condemning his accusers as hav-- i
seventh annual convention of the Na- ing been inspired by the deep feeling
tional Rivers and Harbors Congress of animosity built upon the supposed
will meet here today. Representative difference in the policy respecting!
the majority of the con- Joseph E. Ransdell of Louisiana, pres- conservation,
which invest!-- i
committee
gressional
ident, will call the Congress to order,
case to- - j
and the opening address will be made gated the Ballinger-Pincho- t
j
submitted
to
its
day,
Congress
report
Governor
Harmon
Taft.
President
by
After
evidence
that
the
prestating
oE
of Ohio, Ambassador De La Barra,
sented related In the main to charges
Mexico, and Clifford Sifton, chairman,
of the Canadian conservation commis- of various kinds against Mr. Ballingerj
and that these came chiefly from two
sion, will be among the speakers.
sources, L. R. Glavis and Gifford
Railroads Must Help.
the majority announced the fol-- j
Washington, Dec. 7. president. Taft lowing conclusion:
made a statement that was unusually
"The evidence has wholly failed to
interesting. He said that the Import- make out a case. Neither was any
ance of river navigation had died of
fact proved nor do all facts put tolate years with the development of!
exhibit Mr. Ballinger as being
railroad facilities. The problem that gether
but a competent and honornow confronted his hearers, he de-- j anything
able gentleman, honestly and faithfulthe
was
union
and
clared,
ly performing the duties of his high
of railroads and rivers. The termi-- i office
with an eye single to public in
nal difficulties of river transportation
terest."
must be overcome, the president said,
The report Is signed by Senators
before this problem could be solved.
Knute Nelson, chairman; Flint, Suth
erland and Root, and Representatives
TRADES A HORSE FOR
McCall, Olmstead and Denby all Re
LIFE INSURANCE publicans.
In speaking of the "Animosity" created by differences respec
Liverymen Are Still Laughing About ting the conservation of natural reUnique Horse Deal Pulled Off
sources, the majority of the commitLast Night.
tee said that the accusers evidently
had this policy deeply at heart and
Local liverymen are hugely amused "evidently were disposed to take the
over a horse deal which was made most unfavorable view of the characlast night and which is said to be ter and motives of any one whom they
unique in the annals of horseswapping supposed to be opposed to. their views.
In this city. It appears that a young
They thuB came to regard Mr. Ballin-ge- r
eastern chap rode into town the other
with suspicion and to regard his
day and said that he found it too ex- most natural and Innocent acts occur
pensive to keep the pony that he wa3 ring in the ordinary course of depart
riding. He .tried to sell the animal ment administration as furnishing
and some one offered him $10. This evidence of some sinister purpose."
disgusted him and he threatened to The report makes the following specif
shoot the horse unless he obtained lc findings among others: "That the
at least $15 for him. But he could charges and insinuations against Secnot find a buyer at that price. The retary Ballinger in
regard iv the Cundilemma of the young man was beard ningham coal land entries or other
by a well known liveryman who fig- coal land claims In Alaska are not
ured out that he would like to help justified and his conduct !n respect
the young man out of his plight, save thereto not justly censurable."
the life of the. horse and try the re"That he was fully justified in re
sourcefulness of a, life insurance voking Indian
agreement.
agent.
That restorations of water power
Losing no time, the liveryman call- sites by Secretary Ballinger were
ed up the insurance agent and told made in good faith and not in enmity
him to get busy and sell a policy to to the government, and that no in
the young fellow, with a horse as the jury appears to have been done to the
consideration. The liveryman allow- government and the cause of conserved the insurance man to do the talk- ation by either restorations or with
ing and it was not many minutes be- drawals. "That in view of the opin
fore the owner of the horse decided ion of the attorney general he was
that he ought to have his life insured justified In abandoning the use of
and save that of his horse at the the
water users'
same time. So he took out a policy, certificates in connection
with the
paid a premium for six months and reclamation of the arid lands."
the initiation fee and got some $8 and "That the administration of the re65 cents in cash from the life insurclamation law presented features
ance agent who had made the transjustly
subject to criticism. No unfair
action on the basis of $15 for the ani- criticism
or improper conduct on Secmal.
retary Ballinger's part has been
The life insurance agent will prob shown, . nor any action by him not
ably sell the horse after he has got- within the sound discretion of the
ten $25 or $50 worth of travel out of head of the interior department in
him, writing policies for other wor the faithful performance of his duty."
thy equestrians.
"That he is not the enemy of, nor
hostile to a reasonable and judicial
policy of conservation, and that no
ground whatever has been shown jusOF
tifying the opinion that he is not a
faithful and efficient public officer."
Regarding the Cunningham cases,
LABOR
the report in view of the imputations
heaped upon the general land office
and the secretary of the interior, recthat the cases be transferrPresident of Labor Union ommends
ed to an appropriate court for hearing
Shot Down by Fellow
and decision.
Two Minority Reports,
Member Frisco
Washington, Dec. 7. The majority
report was presented to both houses
STRIKE PARADE AT CHICAGO of Congress today, at the same time
reports of the Democratic members
of the committee and of RepresentaFifty Thonsand Garment Work- tive Madison, an insurgent,- which
ers Carry Banners in Nine
condemned Ballinger, were also sub-

anti-saloo- n

38

FAILED

Washington, Dec. 7. Fourteen Shoshone Indians are supposed to have
been killed and their bodies' with
those of their horses buried in two
trenches in Elk County, Nevada, according to a communication sent the
Department of Justice by,T. Bartley
Lee, prosecuting attorney for Cassia
county, Idaho, who seeks to have the
department aid in bringing the murderers, who are said to be horse
attorney
thieves, to justice. The
writes that his information is that
there are three Indians whose wives
and children are among those
"slaughtered by white men and their
remains concealed." The rumors of
the massacre drifted Into Albion, Idaho last July according to Mr. Lee,
who says there has been little activity shown by the Nevada officers to
bring the slayers to justice. ,

Damage Suit Dismissed The suit
of Mrs. Brault against the Santa Fe1
Railway Company for $1,500 damages
for Injuries sustained by her son
three years ago, was dismissed in
district court at Albuquerque.

ledge your great zeal, attention and
abilities in performing tue duties of
your office, yet I wish to make use
of this last moment of my public life
to signify In the strongest terms my
entire appreciation of your conduct
and to express my sense of the obligation the public is under to you for
y.our faithful and meritorious servi
ces.
" 'I
beg you will be convinced, my
dear sir, that I should rejoice if It
could ever be in my power to serve
you more essentially than by expressions of regard and affection, but In
the meantime I am persuaded you will
not be displeased with this farewell
token of my sincere" friendship and
esteem for you.
' 'This is the last letter I shall write
while I continue in the service of my
country. The hour of my resignation
is fixed at 12 today, after which I
shall become a private citizen on the
banks of the Potomac, where I shall
be glad to embrace you and testify

GIVEN

VACATION

December 23 to January
Matters Before

9'-Ot-

her

School Board.
That ten out of fifty iiij.ilK attending the public schools thus far examined by Dr. ,f. X. Rolls showed defective vision was announced in Dr.
Roils report read at the meeting of
the board of education
last night.
While ttiis may seem alarming it is
said that the percentage is much lower than in the schools in Denver and
elsewhere where as high as 5: per
cent have been found sulfcring from
eye strain, U:at great tvi! of civilization responsible for so many nervous
and other disorders. Dr. Rolls discovered one pupil of lie 50 had ear
trouble and several had tonsils that
needed medical or surgical attention.
Fifty more pupils will be examined
soon by Dr. David Km! pp.
The parents of the pupils will be
notified.
The meeting of the board was the
first since September 29 and was attended by President J. D. Sena, Dr.
Sloan, Dr. Rolls. James I Seligman,
lion. T. It. Catron and Major Fred
Muller. The boiler inspector's report
was read showing that the boiler in
the school building is In first class
condition. The board ordered a quantity of disinfectants for use in the
schools.
A request was presented the board
by the teachers of the schools that
Miss Schnepple who is seriously ill
and who had taught 14 years without
missing a day, be allowed to draw her
salary and that a substitute be employed in her place. The petition
e
was acted on favorably and Miss
Harrison was appointed substiI

Gene-viev-

tute.
The treasurer's report was read and
accepted.
The subject of teachers' vacations
came up and it was decided to allow
them a vacation from December 23
to January 9, and those teachers who
attend the New Mexico Educational
Association at Las Vegas during that
time will draw their salaries.
Wood was ghin authority
to invite the association to meet in
Santa Fe in 1911 and the hall will be
given them for that purpose.
A large number of bills were audited. Cloak racks were ordered installed In the room where the board
meets.
Super-Intmde-

CITY ASKED TO BUY
"SPELER, GRAMAR AND REDER."
Simplified Spelling Enthusiast Says
"Nu Book is Beter Than the Old
English Jargon."
Mayor Seligman rubbed his eyes
this morning as he opened the following letter which explains itself:
"To the Mayor and Council and the
Oflcial Nuzepaper ov Santa Fe.
"We wish u tu adopt the Speler,
Gramar and Reder by Wm. Walace
Handlin (N. O.), In the skools ov
By uniting in an order by several towns in wun order tu Wm. Pfaff
(X. O.) ov 15000 copies ov the revised
second edishun, the thre books in wun
wll only cost 23 cents a pece.
"Se index tu Boston edishun ov
1844, 10 vols. B. Franklin sed: 'The
bad Speling so called is the best, because it conforms tu the sound.' Se
Noah Webster.
"Certainly the nu book is better
than the old English jargon and there
is no law for or agenst Speling. Se
the Nashunal Capitol organ (Novum
Organum ov Bacon) D. C, ov the
American language wun dolar a yer,
emblem, the saw briar lefe.
Ten-ese- e.

"B. FRANKLIN."

TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION
ELECTS ITS OFFICERS.

Frank

P.

Time

Sturges President for Ninth
Relations With Employers Cordial.

The Santa Fe Typographical Union
last evening elected the following officers: President F. P. Sturges; vice
president, Canuto Alarid; secretary,
P. G. Ortiz; sergeant-at-arms- ,
Benigno
Muniz; executive committee, C. F.
McKay, J. G. Howland, and Gregorio
Rael. Mr. Sturges was elected presi
dent for the ninth time, the seven last
The relahaving been consecutive.
tions of the New Mexican Printing
Company, which has the only union
printing office in Santa Fe county, and
the Typographical Union, are of the
most cordial.
Hps of all, and the hearts and minds
notlnn iavai,A Via
a.o
why? Not only because he
happened to stand at the cradle of
American independence and helped
nurse it to a reality, but Uso because
of his sterling qualities of character,
which by means of this monument are
held up as guiding stars to this and

I"ftfry, "and

the great esteem and consideration
with which I am, my dear Baron,' etc.
"Unlike many other foreign officers,
Baron Steuben never returned to his
native country, hut died on November future generations."
28, 1794, a true American patriot. His
Address by German Ambassador.
burial place near TJtlca is known to
Washington, D. C, Dec. 7. The Ger
but few of the present generation, but man Ambassador, Count Johann Heln-ric- h
this isolation in death seems to have
von Bernstorff, delivered the folbeen in accordance with his last wish. lowing address on the occasion of un- Today he has been lifted from his
obscure grave. His name Is on the
(Continued on Page Seven.)
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take
warning and not tinkering
HOTEL ARRIVALS
around the machinery in a palace of
truth like a printing office or they
Medicine Free in Every Case may get hurt It is not like handling
Palace,
the machinery of a court composed of
M. P. McGinnis, Salt Lake; D. C.
Where It Fails to Relieve
bandied
truth
is
,
lawyers, and vhere
Raphael, Des Moines; W. W.
Neglect or pessimism, we belive, is so recklessly.'' Kstancia Daily HerStewart Van Vliet, City; W. G.
to
has
the greatest enemy the public
ald.
Peters, Chicago; I. H West, St. Louis;
i
contend with when applied to the loss
D. Johnson, L, A. Peck, Denver.
Fight at Tucumcari A free for all C.
or recovery of health. PiucticaUy
Claire.
Main street,
on
took
East
place
fight
of
case
might
consumption
every
W. H. Langsdale, Indianapolis; J.
lost
which
Garcia
Dan
in
Tucumcari,
have been cured if hope had been
an ear and suffered several broken S. Lennox, Roswell; J. W. Collier,
maintained and proper treatment had
ribs. The ear was lost through the Estancia- - D. E. Murphy, Mcintosh.
been resorted to at the Drst symptom
Montezuma.
of Garcia's assailant, who, it
of the disease. Until the advanced ferocity
R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque; H. G. Salis said, chewed it off. What is bestage is reached consumption is cur lieved to have been an attempted hold man, New York; Mr. and Mrs. Edable. Catarrh is responsible, we beup occurred on East Main street. ward S. Mares. Taos: O. A. Larrazolo,
lieve, for many cases of consumption
James Wise, with three men who Las Vegas; J. A. Mailer, Albuquerque,
It is about catarrh we want to talk to were strangers to him was standing W. H. Fitch,
Chicago; S. O. Barden,
you today, incidentally consumption
on the corner talking, when two of Denver: C. E. Forbes. Amarillo; A. C.
allied
so
since the two are
closely
the men drew the third aside into the i Vorhees, Raton; M. Berger, Denver;
We have a medicine made from a dark and a moment later there were W. A.
Cameron, El Paso.
prescription of one of the most suc sounds of a struggle and a cry for
Coronado.
cessful catarrh specialists known. We help. Wise ran to the scene and with
C. B. Hayes, W. A. Progreso; Jesse
believe it is positively without an his 245 pounds weight soon gave the McGhee, Estancia.
equal. We are so satisfied that we victim assistance, the assailants rush
are right, that we will supply the me- ing off into the darkness. The victim
It you want anyramg on eartn try
dicine free in every instance where it claims that they were trying to rob a New Mexican Want Ad.
is used according to directions for a him of a diamond ring which he wore.
Will Move Convict Camp The terreasonable length of time, should It
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
fail to give satisfaction in every par- ritorial good roads commission, conPAZO OINTMNNT 1a guaranteed to cure
ticular. We want every one to try sisting of Vernon L. Sullivan, territo any
casp of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Prothis medicine at our risk. There are rial engineer; R. P. Ervien, commis- truding Hies In 6 to 14 days or money re50e.
D.
funded,
Charles
and
of
public lands,
conditions attached to our offer. We sioner
territoriar
assistant
Miller,
engineer;
to
no
user
under
the
obligation
put
arrived at Anthony, Dona Ana counus whatever.
The medicine we want you to try ty, Monday morning, for the purpose
It is a catarrh of inspecting the route on which the
is Rexall Mucu-Tonroad will be built soon after the first
remedy that goes direct to the seat of of the year. The territorial authoritrouble. It is carried by the blood to
ties have given orders to move the For Best
every part of the system. It purifies convict camp from Mogollon to Las
and enriches the blood, tones up the Cruces as soon as the former road is basket leaves Monday Tuesday
mucous cells, and brings about a conThe plan is for the terri- Returns Thursday aad Friday.
complete.
dition of health and
strength that tory to spend at least as much toward
conof
to
the
tends
germs
prevent
construction of the Camino Real as AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
sumption from getting a start. Best- - the local authorities contribute. The Mrs. P O. BROWN
Agent
is a won- - j commissioners were accompanied on
des this, Rexall Mucu-TonPhone No 23 Red
aid and tne trip by Wm. Alex Sutherland and
derful appetizer, digestive
flesh builder. Its good effects are of-- will P. Lapoint, of Las Cruces: Dr.
ten felt from the very first dose. It is W. E. Garrison, Prof. J. O. Miller, of
;
one of the largest and most satisfact- Mesilla Park; Col. EH Newson of
J. C. McXary of Berino; C. E.
ory selling medicines that we have
of El
Miller and A. R. Nietzscammon
ever had anything to do with.
We know so much of the great good Paso. A banquet was given them at
that it has done that we personally Las Cruces Monday night and a large
back it up with our reputation and delegation of El Pasoans headed by
D. M.
money, which fact should be ample Felix Martinez, C. E. Kinne and
guarantee to satisfy anybody. Rexall Payne, was on hand.
Mucu-TonMarkers for Santa Fe Trail The
comes in two sizes, 50
cents and $1.00. We urge you to try county commissioners of San Miguel
it. Remember you can obtain Rexall county have decided upon the location
Remedies in Santa Fe only at our of the markers for the old Santa Fe
Trail. Action on the matter was takstore, Fischer & Co. Drug Store.
en after the receipt of a letter from
Mrs. Mary C. Prince, state regent of
the Daughters of the American RevoWe have received the first shipment
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
Mrs. Prince's communication
lution.
stated that the markers are in Santa of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
Fe will be shipped to Las Vegas in we expect to stock our barn eventualthe near future. It suggested loca-- t
SISTER'S BEAU.
These are very high class rigs,
When sister's beau comes Sunday tions for the stones, four ot wnicn ly.
chos- eouipped with lights fulfilling the city
were
The
were
spots
adopted.
nights
en by Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe, ordinance.
We always turn on all the lights,
who has traveled the Old Trail freGive them a trial if you wish to
And pa and ma and Sis and me
quently. One of the sites suggested find a marvellously light running
We entertain the company.
was the Gallinas bridge. However, as
He sits across the room from Sis
of the vehicle!
Like
this the bridge itself is toa marker stone
the
decided
was
it
place
trail,
Our bedtime's nine o'clock, you know,
WILLIAMS & BISBG .
in the Plaza park. One marker will
(I just pretend, but do not go),
Watrous
hill
on
between
be placed
the
310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re.
The lights they seem too strong for
and Las Vegas near Onava. The
him
third will be at Tecolote where the
And so they turn 'em awful dim
old trail crossed the river. The fourth When You Are
And he sits on the couch with Sis
will be located at San Jose, while the
"All Broke Up"
Likethis. fifth will be at Kosloski between Rowe
D. L. Horton in Woman's
Compa- and Glorieta.
The latter is a historic
nion for November.
spot as there was located there an
old trading post. Also the ruins of an
PAFIPaip
Pretty Cold at Las Vegas It was old church built 400 years ago are
The county
17 degrees above zero at Las Vegas still in existence there.
mop?
yesterday, several degrees colder than commissioners recently accepted the
their
to
for
and
markers
pay
thus
been
far this winter.
here
it has
agreed
New Editor for Clovis News Wil- setting up.
fife cmr
A. E.
i liam J. Curren has succeeded
Curren as editor of the News at CloHOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Revis, Curry county, and he is getting
VP
out a first class Republican paper.
ward for any case of Catarrh that
W.
an
J.
Artist
of
Catarrh
Somewhat
cannot be cured by Hall's
Kings, the champion huntsman of Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
the Plats, is reported to have shot ten
ducks with two shots and killed four F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and ln the way of a fluiti after passing
believe turn perfect
honorable in
rattle snakes at one shot recently
through & ralnBtorm that haB trans
ail uuoiucoa uauoaiUuuo uuu iiuu-Naravisa New Mexican.
formed
your next looking suit into the
District Court at Las Vegas John cially able to carry out any obliga- appearance of a bundle ot rags, don't
made
firm.
tions
his
by
Calloway was found guilty of burglary
dispair, or get mad, but Bend the gar
& MARVIN,
in district court at Las Vegas yester- WALDING, KINNAN,
ments to us. In less time than you
O.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,
day. Dario Maes was indicted for the Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern think we will return you a new suit,
larceny of a horse and was arrested ally, acting directly upon the blood to all appearance and you will find
and pres
by Sheriff Secundino Romero.
and mucous surfaces of the system, " clean and
Good Apple Crop "Three cars of Testimonials
sent free. Price, 75c, sed back into snape.Aja our cnargeB
are low.
apples and pears have been shipped per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
orchard
from Charles
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Springer's
Tailor.
this fall. There will be about two
more cars to ship. These are all first
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
class apples, no culls." Cimarron
We Have Built

For Catarrh

THE LITTLE STORE

WE HAVE THE GOODS

Lang-horne-

FRESH

ROCER1ES,
CHOICE FRESH CANDIES

FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

'

Established 1856.

DECEMBER

7. 1910.

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAINBROSCO.

Toys Toys 'Toys
HQL 1MY GQQDS

J

TRY US

I

Winter Grocery Co.
f
Telephone No. 40.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
WE

GIVE CASB REGISTER TICKETS
LL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

Genuine Ebony Goods

Laundry Wort

MILITARY BRUSHES, MANICURE SETS etc.
SEE OUR

CHAFING DISHES AND TABLE KETTLES

Earl-ham-

These machines are fitted with Acolite Burners,
and there is nothing more useful in the home;
adapted to uses inumerable.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

The Kind That Give

"Smart" Appearance
$8.00 to $12.50
$5.00 to $ 6.50
- $5.00 to $25.00
$15.00 to $35.00

V

Tnw

Frices
V4 V

V M.W

STATEHOOD
sTOYS

AND

DOLLS

;

FOR XMAS. AT

GORMLEY'S

F.

PRANK

.

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

SK2145
I QfjiOO

luuiuo
ufl its

9

a

GRA1NLHOUSE

aged 17, and Rafael G.
Garcia, aged 21, both of Trementina;
Estefanita Herrera, aged 16 and Vicente Griego. aged 26, both of Los
Alamos; to Sofia Maestas, aged 17,
Canyon Largo, and Juan Jose Zamora,
of Sabinoso.
Former Las Vegan in Trouble
Fred Farnham, who recently left Las
Vegas in a hurry because of his misdeeds, has been charged with stealing
an automobile and photographic
supplies at Oklahoma City and shipping
them to Las Vegas to be hidden in
WE HANDLE LUMBER
a barn of his parents. A search of
in
quantities and have every
large
the barn by Sheriff Secundino Romero failed to locate the missing arti- modern facility for furnishing the
cles.
very best rough or dressed
An Editor With a Chronic Grouch
Lumber
"Attorney Jennings still has his hand of every description. We are thus
tied up from a hurt received last week. enabled to make the very best prices
He got hold of a paper cutter in a
for Lumber of such high grade.
newspaper office and tried to run it. We will be
pleased to figure on your
un-

FOOD.

t

PHONE AC
BLACK

Traveling Cases, Manicure Sets,
Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,
:
Puff Boxes
Cologne Bottles

Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties.
S45 San

Francisco Street,

H, (J. YONTZ

8anU

F- -

o
11

U

tt

jr

m

G. Gonzales,

IN SANTA FE'

LEO HERSCH

7

Manage Licenses Marriage licenses were granted at Las Vegas to Laura

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

Up

News.

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

ORY GOODS

HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

IS THE CITY

Phone 39

TOOLS OF ALL KINDS.
m
mm
k
gm mm.

NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
HAVE TOOLS
TO
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KINDS; FOR FARMERS, CARPENTERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS FOR EVERYBODY.
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.

WHOLESALE

A(D RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLCS

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

Smitbirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

Telephone 85

85

fresh-lookin-

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

j

Julius Muralter,

WhoSssaie

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

e

LAD'ES' OUTER GARMENTS

Ladies' Capes
Misses' Capes
Ladies' Coats
Ladies Suits

Make Your Selections

Come Now and

e

Eletor Circulating Coffee Percolaters

A

of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

All!

(IPEHIAI

LINE OF

ANEW

In buying your Holiday Goods

N

M'

Unfortunately he stuck his hand
contracts.
der the knife, which he found harder
than Blackstone to master, and got
three fingers cut off. Lawyers should

if O

Charles W. Dudrow

On

ti

LIUMOIL.
QM lip
that

faultless from any standpoint

you may take.

ZOOK'S Pharmacy

i

i

.1

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i9 yean the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
BATHS

BATHS

i

7 feel safe and sure if we fill

You may

Phone 213

&

COURTEOUS

EQUIPMENT

fi f oCrtAllnfl
UU

Phone
Red 132

TREATMENT- -

j. j.

1

1

TV

Dnino
nupitiui

East Side

paza

LIVEHY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Gurries, Saddle Horses

Call up

FITCH

BATHS

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tubsdays
and deliver on Thursdays and E'ridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

GUAR-

ANTEEDHEW MANAGEMEN- T-

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

;

SATISFACTION

ANYTHING

CLWAN

Gentlemen's Hats Made New.

IKERR'S

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

Sbawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

In fiitiar JWmm

CHAS. CLOSSON

THONB HUD 122.

.1

:

t

l

l

U..r

on

your prescriptions.

O.OISC

Rharmacy

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

7,

HIE SANTA

1910.

at a Discount

Get Your Holiday Gifts

"i PLANNING

KE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FiZ, N. M

for a City Plan."

Hon. Franklin
secretary of the treasury, who
had a large part iu securing the Chicago plan, will preside at one of the
city planning sessions.
Weil known women will address
sessions devoted to the work of civic
societies, including Mrs. Caroline Hurt- of 'Kalamazoo
!Ieft
Mich., a
recognized authority on the care of
streets. Miss Zona Gale, of Wiscinsin, who will read an original story,
(entitled "Friendship Village Improve-- j
ment Sodality;" Miss Louise Klcine

PAGE THREJ

larities in fraternal affairs. "1 have
DON'T WAIT.
been aware all the time of the nature
of this association and have consult- Take Advantage of a Santa Fe Citied a number of times with the attorzen's Experience Before it's
ney general of the state regarding
Too Late.
CITY
such organizations," the warning deWhen the back begins to ache,
that
clared. "We have concluded
Don't wait until backache becomes
;
they are not under our law at all; and ihronic;
who
citizen
chooses
of
Utah
that
Till serious kidney troubles
American Civic Association
Separate Tribunal in Chicago such any
an association to carry bis inWill Hold Its Sixth Annual
for Breach of Promise and surance is entirely outside the law Till urinary troubles destroy night's
In
and not entitled to its protection.
rest
Convention
Similar Cases
the event of loss he is entirely at the
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's exof
the manager and members
mercy
perience.
of the association and may not secure
l.ino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
THE VAST VVAStToF WRECKS any assistance whatever from the
DEATH TO THE TYPHOID
FLY
Cleveland, on "Schools as Radiating
"I know that Doan'a
courts of our state in recovering in- N. M., says:
Centers for Civic Improvement;" and
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
In
Mrs. Kdward W. Iiiddle, president of
is
be
demnity.
practically
Sanitation and Health Matters the Federation of Pennsylvnnia Wom- Winnipeg, Canada, Has Ambi- - carrying his own insurance, at the made for them. If I were not confident
have been
same time that lie is paying money to of this fact, I could never
en who will speak for the ; Deration
tions to Rival Windy City
Will Receive Their Share of
induced to give this remedy my enin
association
that
'the
the
Federation
of
Clubs.
Women's
thought
Some Day.
Discussion.
dorsement. There was a dull ache in
they are insuring him. I do not say
The friday afternoon session will i
small of my back that bothered
'that
these
would
to
refuse
people
pay .he
be given over to the subject of the
me
7.
and
at times I was obliged to lay
anDec.
7.
That
The
sixth
Dec.
Chicago.
I
Ameri.aiiiin
Washington,
rase of loss, but simply say that
which
the
Typhoid
Fly.
iff from work for two or three days.
nual convention of the American Civic American Civic against
Association conduct- merchants and manufacturers have a they could refuse it they chose, and Doan's
Kidney Pills brought me enAssociation, which will he held in this ed a vigorous crusade this
have absolutely no .re
year, im far better field for the develonmcni of '0" would I no
or the proposed I
course.
city December 14, 13 and 16, will bring der the direction of Edward L. Hatch,
need
trade in Solith America than
backache I have had since then
state legislation, however, lies large-htogether for an important conference Jr., of New York, chairman of its export
in
and China where ho much
Japan
hundred
in tho rni,Rerv;,Hon
enthusiastic
workers
several
r., or it have quickly yielded to this remeoy.
Committee.
Fly
the
Fighting
Among
Mr. Romero gave the above testieffort, was proposed by Chicago com- - to safeguard the beneficiaries and in
for the improvement of civic condi- distinguished speakers 'will be Dr.
in January, 1907. and when
.nonial
d8
a
- sure
of
the
the
societies
and
monial
ability
manufacturing organismy'"'"s-"ooHutchinson, of New York, and
;uu"
on June ?C, 1909, he said:
ntcrviewed
'meet
IILCH aiiu nuuivu mil iiaiiii iiiuiu lit
up Dr. I,. O.
all
claims
Howard, chief of the bureau tions to stimulate the business of I nit-- i-,(
l a"
as mumJ,, "i
program, which will relate to many oi entomology, of the
Movement
'
Sky
Scrapers.
Against
of
:
ex-.is
Department
ed
States
the
opinion
exporters
endorsed
I
when
publicly
The expansion of Chirairo's loon (lis- ney Pills as
phases of the making of a "beautiful Agriculture.
At this session
there pressed by Thomas A.
America." from national, state and city wia be
Eddy, one of trio! by the "flattening out" process. ' them two and a half years ago. This
and explained
the
displayed
of recommended by Chief of Police Stew- remedy always gives benefit when I
parks, down to the intimate endeavor wonderful motion pictures of the as- the pioneers in the development
for the beautifying of home and neigh- sociation,
American business in the southern ard some months ago, will be given use it."
hisof.
life
the
descriptive
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
boring surroundings.
tory and habits of the fly which have continent. "A great deal of fuss is an impetus by the proposed restric- A definite policy for the administraCo., Buffalo,
been used with such telling effect in made over the importance of our tion of building to a height of 20U cents.
tion of national parks and the creation thousands of the motion
It is expected that this will New York, sole agents for the United
the- trade with China," said Mr. Kddy, "yet feet.
of state parks will be outlined at the aters. The bill board and picture
an- - cause
the office building district to'StateB.
smoke
nuis- it amounts to little over $."0,0110,000
while our trade with Argentina spread across the river and outside! Remember the name Doan's and
evening session of Wednesday, De-- i ances will also be made
nually
or
subjects
in-cember 14. by ,T. Horace McFarland, special sessions and
000,00') of the throttling elevated loop,
take no other,
considered from alone will amount to over
president of the American Civic As-- j the standpoint of their legal control. this year. It is frequently asserted stead of going higher and higher into '
sociation. Mr. McFarland will urge aj The American Civic Association that our trade in this direction is ham- - the air within the loop. Years ago: aid the l.a&ille hotel.
codification of the laws creating na- - number thousands of individuals
and pered by lack of transportation facili- the city council considered a proposal)
Winnipeg is Rival of Chicago.
tional parks and a bringing together hundreds of societies as
members ties, but as a matter of fact there is to limit buildings to twelve stories, but
A rival in Canada of Chicago as a
into an harmonious working system from all
no
idea
was
of
are
the
lack
communication.
defeated.
how
There
Its
effect,
parts of the United States and
market center
all of the parks areas now owned by Canada.
pointed out by Hon.
In addition to the attend six lines of steamships sailing from ever, was to hurry the application fori
the federal government. The atten- - ance of members the
of'Xew Yorli to I!lI( Il0S Ayes with prob building permits and In a short time Frank Oliver, Dominion minister of
governors
tion of the states will be directed to the states aI1 of whom are
a permits for $ir.000.ur,n of skyscrapers the interior, vvho was one of tne sI,eak'
honorary ably an average departure of two
the importance of developing and members have heen sake.! m
week. There is one line in particular were taken out. Right at this time ers at. the banquet of the St. Anin Chicago. "But. the
.
society
seven
..
,
five
are
jdrew's
nast
which
or
durine
under
considerthe
four
maintaining state parks, as recreation ,i
skyscrapers
.!..,,..
centers for the people of the several tne SPSSjons devoted to state'
"although
nas mit cm a flllR type of Pas8'- - iUlon- - one of 21 stories to cost $5,000,- - day 1s far off'" b" atld(-'dpark- - years
commonwealths.
A few of the states, and t0
a 000 and to he tenanted by the under- Winnipeg has the natural resources
and
is
boats.
There
freight
ger
The
ordial
rp.
city
panning
notably New York, Wisconsin, Califor- Sp0nses of state executives indicate K1'eat amount of railroad building go - writers and insurance agencies which ,),uind h,'r- I" Canada our problem
nia and Michigan, have undertaken that twQ m h
'line on in South America and the facIl - :now are scattered tin and down l. - !is 0Ile of opening up and making use
definite effort in this direction. All tion of such
ities for reaching interior points are! Salle street. Another of the pro. of the tremendous advantages which
delegates.
of the states will be urged to do like! Tho ha,inaMa
y
improving all the time. American posed buildings is of 21 stories, an- - wfi have il,ld which largely are un
wise.
"u
established
at Washington last concerns already control the larger otner ot Ti stories, and four are of l"""
(were
.
.
to cultivate relations
20 stories.
-- possible
Trip Kpfistnnc nf All ontiro itav, will bo
t
cost
in
erything
Their
will
the
be
of
lines
and
trade
certain
part
nearly
ana
De
tnis win
its lirst
with the United States. We have
to city planning, with address-- , January
Chicago's
vention ever held in the capital city it would pay other manufacturers to $2"),Oni),0O0.
highest
es and discussions designed to afford with
their efforts to this field."
scraper is 272 feet, the height of the found that good American citizens to the furreference
particular
American Trust building, there be- - make good Canadian citizens so Canrst am ' to tnose cities seeking to ther beautifying of
Fraternal Insurance.
Washington a
adopt
orderly and comprehensive principal address by William M. ElliPrenarations for the final confer- inK ,hrec structures of 2G0 feet, the
methods for their physical upbuilding. cot t, of
tne Peoples Gas building
(Continued on Page Six.)
Baltimore, will suggest a great ence of insurance commissioners and
Clinton Rogers Woodruff, secretary of national forest
in the environs fraternal insurance leaders over the
"
park
"
the National Municipal League, of of the city, which will be to the Unit - proposed uniform bill indicate that!
Philadelphia, will speak on the sub- - ed States very much what Versailles ' great importance is attached to it.
jet, "What is Your City Ideal?" Fred - MS to Paris and to all of France.
meetings of the executive committees
encK ijaw uimsr.eau,
oi tirooKiine,
of the two federations of fraternal in'
Mass., will tell of the "A B C of City
surance societies, the National
Invents Automobile Improvement
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Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
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Mexican Drawn Work

NECKWEAR.

Handkerchiefs, Doilies, Centerpieces
collars, dresser scarfs etc.
Nothing could be nicer to send to
friends in the East.

Latest Persian effects
Individual Xmas Boxes 65 & 75c a b
Lace tabs; tabs of lawn, fancy
stocks; embroidered collars.
Latest persian silk scarfs
$ 1 .00 & $ 1 .50
Silk Mufflers for men
65c & 75c
Phoenix knit mufflers
35c & 50c
Silk Ties for Men, Women and Children in
exquisite designs.
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LEATHER GOODS
Genuine Leather Hand Bags
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Dressed Dolls; Undressed Dolls;
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HANDKERCHIEFS

CHILDREN'S TOY DISHES, TIN AND CHINA.
Doll Buggies and Perambulators.
Games of all Kinds for All Ages.
Mechanical Toys; Air Ships,
Trunks, Houses, Furniture, Telephones, Stoves.
In fact, there is nothing that goes with the most extensive
Toy Department in any city store which you will not find
here.
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IMPORTED BV US DIRECT FROM ST .GALL,.
SWITZERLAND AN EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT.

Silk Handkerchiefs for Men
35c to $1.00
Linen Handkerchiefs for Men and Women
5c to 35c.
Also, Handkerchiefs for the Children.
A fine line of Initial and Embroidered Handkerchiefs
for ladies.

BOOKS
BOOKS MAKE EXCELLENT XMAS GIFTS.
Beautifully bound Classics, Bibles, Poems, Gift Books.
Popular Fiction, Newest Editions.
Children's books in infinite variety.
Our .Illustrated Gift Books are exquisite.

FANCY CHINA
d
and imported
Many beautiful pieces in
Salad Bowls, Bonbons, Nut Bowls, Cups, Saucers, Plates,
Steins, Vases, etc.
Also some exquisite statuary and ornamental China.
hand-painte-
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Guitars,
'Talking Machines.

Accordeons,

OPERA CLASSES
MILITARY SETS
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-
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$2.00TO$5.00

TOILET SETS ALL KIND-- AND PRICED
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FRAMED PICTURED.

--
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GOME AND

- - - -
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1
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HAIR t,0WS - - - - 40C TO 60C.
BOW AND SASH SETS $1.50 TO $3. 00
DOROTHY DAINTY

House Slippers, Ladies' and Gents'

$1.25

Individual Boxes Silk Socks, 3 pair to a box, assorted colors
Special Price $1.50.

All the Christmas Accessories found here, such
as Christmas Tree and House ornaments.
Holly paper, boxes, Festoons, Garlands, etc.
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Bad blood does not always come as
Des Moines, la., is at the Palace.
'
Mrs. R. p. Ervien will not be at the result of careless living, or indis- cretions ; it is a condition frequently
IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THERE IS
AN
DEINCREASING
home tomorrow.
Normal, healthy blood j
W. H. Fisk, a business man of Chi- inherited.
MAND
FOR NEW AND
FURNITURE IN THE HOMES OF
contains millions of tiny red corpus- cago, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Mares of cles, which are the vitalizing and'
OUR CUSTOMERS, AND REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER
nourishing element of the circulation,
Taos, registered at the Montezuma.
their office being t provide every
SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING
TO
LIBERAL
Lieutenant John W. Collier of the
THEM,
of the system with its neces
Mounted Police, is up from Estanoia. portion
TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES
and
In
J. H. "West, a clothing salesman sary strength blood nutriment.
these corpusck-impure
from St. Louis, is at tho Pafcce htel. weak,
WE
WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,
AND CONTINUING THEREare
in numbers, aud therefore
W. G. Peters, a dry goods salesman, the lacking
bload is t able to supply the
INAUGURATE
AFTER,
THE
INSTALLMENT
SYSTEM OF CREDIT, IN
is here from Chicago and is registered
proper amount of nourishment to the
at the Palace hotel.
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OUR FURNITURE AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.
manifests itself in
body.
C. B. Hayes and W. A. Joy, of
many ways. With some it takes the
THIS IS THE
Torance county, are registered form of skin diseases and
SYSTEM THAT IS IN VOGUE IN
eruptions, h
at the Coronado hotel.
others become bilious and malarious,
ALL
THE
LARGE
OF
CITIES
THE
BY PAYING
COUNTRY.
A
PART
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. with sallow
complexions,
iRomolo Doffelmeier on Monday. Both etc. Bad blood produces torpid
DOWN AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY INSTALLMENTS,
Rheumatism,
YOU CAN
mother and son are doing well.
Catarrh, Sores ami Ulcers, Scrofula
TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton, and like troubles. Nothing is equal
lis here on legal business. He is to S. S. S. as a remedy for bad blood;
THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
j
it is the greatest oi all blood purifiers,
stopping at the Montezuma hotel.
1
Internal Revenue Collector H P.
n
o
AND STOVE DEPARTMENTS.
DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT
possessing
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enly the qualities
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REGULAR
TERMS OF CREDIT IN ANY OF THE OTHER DEto cleanse a u d
visit to Wagon Mound and Las Vegas.
purify the blood,
Attorney O. A. Larrozolo, the DemoOF OUR STORE.
PARTMENTS
WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT EXTEND
but composed of
cratic leader, is here from Las Vegas!
and is registered at the Montezuma
roots, herbs and
THIS SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.
hotel. He again announced his intenbarks that tone
WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE COMtion of working for the adoption of
up every part of
the constitution.
the, system, and
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE, WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR
E. P. McGinnis of Salt Lake, repassist in the ere-- 1
IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE
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resenting Ginn (k Company, school ahon of blood nutriment. S. S. S.
SALES, BUT ENtext book publishers, is visiting in cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Skiai
ABLE
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PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
the capital.
Diseases, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula,
Rev. 3. I. Seder of Albuquerque, Blood Poison and all other blood dis- PURCHASE GOOD RELIABLE FURNITURE, BECAUSE OF THEIR LIMNew Mexico superintendent of the orders. S. S. S. makes good blood,
ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT A COMLeague, was in the city and good blood makes good health.
Book on the blood tree to all.
yesterday.
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ever seen ia Santa Fe, now ou display
in our store.

m mm

2

We have a new and handsome line of Navajos which
make most acceptable gifts typical of the country.
Watch for our new line oi Christmas Leather Goods,

'

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Is s

2

4

4

-

'

A.B.RENKHAN
President,

SUA

GEO. M. KINSKLL,
t.

Spc'y-Trea-

FE ABSTRACT, REALTY

7.-- Cattle

J. B. HAY WARD

E, P. DAVIS,
s

Manager.

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

3

-

2

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOANaad PLACE MONEY for clients
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit, your business.
We

Room

19

j

-
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Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
nie at my salon
Just call on
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
My shop Is neat and towelsare clean
And everythlim I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind .
BATH

EUGENIO ROMERO
LU BER & COAL YARD

j

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
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O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta

Fe,

N M

RUBBER!

WOOD'YS BACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

1

RUBBER!

1

and you had better "rubber" this way
it you would secure the best bargains
in medicinal rubber goods of all kinds.
Here you will find a variety of
HOT WATER BA .S AND SYRINGE8

as well as gloves, mats, and the usual
s
line of rubber goods handled' by
The qualities are
druggis'
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol guaranteed to be perfect, and the prithe north bound train and arrives at ces are as low as you will find
in the west.
'
Taos at 7 p. m.
"""Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
THE CAPITAL
first-clas-

elese-wher-

teams.

a

$5.00

m
anvtlitfi
New Mexican "Want Ad.

ytTi

e

PHARMACY

Acaats la,lc
Enxy WHJ.Ti.gngr Cmf3rtatl,

FARE SST

SOFT

2

Successors
rv

to

Stripling-Burrow- s

Tf vmi W. Jit. fl Tl vtVi rct rn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

ft Co.
jq nth

.f rv

HiflS

2
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m Orii

TRY IT
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24 Hour Electric Service
;

WIGHT

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents

F&SS
Santa
Fe Water

ff

NIGHT
and See
them in

Light Company

U pe
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least send

me for examination, carriage
tree, a set of MARK TWAIN'S

WOKKS.

Nash

00
50
30
15
05
45
25
55
30

it

full price.
S25.00, has
been paid.

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

'1

South.

m, aally except
Ilfty pound bnmaze carried free.
diiutl.iys. fares; uu nno way S3.59 round trip;
. for the
M Hues, W
south at 11:11 p. in. aivlvea from the
O. ilS tr.ilu le iV'
Sorth at 4:38 a in.

A NEW

M--

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

Superintendent.

F

M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

1

n

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

System

East or West

For Rites and full iofof mation address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

National

8 02
7 45

a ni

Ute Park, N. M...Lv

E. G. DEDMAN,

Author's

twenty - five volumes,
cloth binding. It is understood
that I may retain the set for five
days, and at the expiration of
that time, if I do not care for
the books, I will return
them at your expense.
If I keep the books, I
will remit $'2.00 a
month until the

S 20

Lv
Ar

Hai-Ja-

Ar

1

V. Uy, train both North' and
.IHomieoti ai Ootf.ix with K. V. A
SStane for Van Kouton N. M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.
N'. M.. for 'iliaubotatiwn.
S. M., at 9:00
St:i?j loaves Uto

81

7"

HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Square, New York City

y

10 15
9

1910.

(A friend may care to use the lower coupon)

20 J

4'UIlhitlKllHm

i

7,

Send books to.

STATIONS

4
11

2 3
2 47

2S
46

MAKERS

12

DECEMBER

Edition,

0
7

3Ji5l

CONSTITUTION

NEW MEXICO.
Sept, 1st

In
Mika

m

7 311
7 40

S. F. N. M.
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Company.
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GENERAL
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Louis Rocky
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Paso Texas.
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1
HON. SAMUEL ELDODT.
Delegate in the Constitutional Convention From Chamita, Rio Arriba County, Former Territorial Treasurer, and a Prominent Pioneer Merchant
of New Mexico.

Besides being a successful merchant
Hon. Samuel Eldodt, delegate in the
constitutional convention and former
Eldodt has been fortunate in wool
territorial treasurer, is a prominent growing. He entered this business
pioneer merchant residing at Chamita. wnen it was very profitable and he has
He is a native of Westphalia Prussia, as many as 8 00o sheep, at one time
and acquired his early training for thefhe wooi bringing in a handsome
business in that country, nuai income
He came to America in 1S68 when he
Mr. Eldodt returned to Germany and
. .
ma
of age aim.1 maue tin
was 17 yea'
hv th hdsiH(,
th
way direct to can a re wueit; iu of his mother who died at the age of
brothers Nathan and Marcus had pre-- SO years after a lingering illness. Receded him. The railroad at that time
turning to his business in this country
extended only as far as Hays City. Mr Edodt
1)ughed ahead rapidly and
Kansas, aim uie journey n..
acquired large property interests,
made across the country in wagons.
in IRDD uovernor 1 uorniuu uonureu
Mr. Eldodt came with a train number
Mr. Eldodt with the office of treasurer
in
which
June
started
25
wagons
ing
of the Territory which he held for
and a month later reached the end of
quite a while under the succeeding
the journey, which proved an
Governor Hon. Miguel A. Otero.
!y rapid one in those days.
Mr. Eldodt is a very hospitable genMr. Eldodt arrived in Santa Fe with-- I
out much capital although he had tleman and has a beautiful home with
some experience. He secured a clerk-- j a magnificent orchard and flower garat San Juan across the river from
ship in his brother's store and work-- j den
ed for five years displaying such busi-- ' Chamita which is his postofflce. He
is a prominent member of the Monteiipss talent that he was admitted to
zuma
of this city, and frequently
partnership and when a branch store visits lodge
Santa Pe where he and his wife
was established at Abiquiu he was
are very popular in social circles.
its charge.
i

'
'

given

EAST OR WES
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EDITION

AT V PRICE
ti

c .,ti
..j.
i..i. ri wain s wiuini'b at
iviuik
nisi t:nine yuu &t:i.j. a tumuit'ie eii ui an
:
.
u
i
ii
if
tk:ur
j
me puce uity nave evei uet'u njiu ufioie. inih lb a
just cAdtny uiic-iia- n
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still sells, by the way, at
$50.00. This new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.
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It had been Mark Twain's amMfion to have feis books in every
American home, and Sae made a great personal sacrifice to bring absrat
this remarkable opportunity for tSie first time in tise Esistory of publishy
ing copyrigMed books are sold at tSie price of
lighted books
the chance will not come again.
non-cop-

But for Mark

Twain's action this would have been impossible. Never before
has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been issued at such a

1

low figure.

Mis

Complete
25 Beautiful Volume

THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. I.)
THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. II.)
A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)
FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. I.)
FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. II.)
7. ROUGHING IT (Vol. I.)
8. ROUGHING IT (Vol. II.)
9. LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
10. THE GILDED AGE (Vol. I.)
11. THE GILDED AGE (Vol. II.)
12. THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
13. HUCKLEBERRY
FINN
1.

14.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

15.
16.
17.
18.
18.

20.
21.
22.

PUDD'NHEAD WILSON
THE FRINGE AND THE PAUPER
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE, ETC.
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. I.)
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. II.)
SKETCHES NEW AND OLD
TOM SAWYER AEROAD, ETC.
AMERICAN CLAIMANT, ETC.
LITERARY ESSAYS
MY DEBUT AS A LITERARY PERSON
THE $30,000 BEQUEST, ETC.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

23.
on
a
wreck
the
system?
Burlington
24.
COURT FOR HEART BREAKERS.
within a few days. A new engineer
25.
urtfamiliar with the Burlington visual
(Continued From Fage Three.)
signals ran plump into an open switch
because he mistook the green light for
nada welcomes Americans to the land one of
safety. It was pointed out that
conto
we have
open up." Railway
if the block signal system could be
check
struction in Canada is not under
by automatic equipas in the United States and new complemented
ment to bring trains to a stop such a
lines northwest from Winnipeg are mistake as
the one on the Burlington
among the important factors counted would be impossible.
Presi-den- t
upon in the opening up process.
Cupid's Court.
Charles Hays has announced
that tho firnnrt Trunk Pacific, will be ' The "court for heart throb cases,"
reatel lu Chicago is officially one to
completed from coast to coast inside
of cases of these classes:
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
dispose
of three years, and this particularly
CITY OFFICE IN
will open up the vast territory north- - Breach of promise, abandonment, child
""THIS complete set of all the great humorist's works breathes his spirit the
neglect of children,
west of Edmonton which is yet vir- - delinquency,
related
and
beaters"
complaints,
the
pioexcept
and
by
unpeopled
gin
spirit of eternal youth they are new books; to own them is always to have
is where love and pathos inter- NEW MEXICAN.IBLDG.
neers, who already have kept pace. There
umnew
i
icuum
...a.".
books, a fountain of youth. They never age, because humor, kindliness,
The .""6
with the railroad construction.
or
remarkable feat of crossing the Rocky ences and Parental apathy. Club
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself wrote a preface to this edition.
on a low prairie grade is en and settlement workers were
Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his
to turn an immense amount tive in the formation of the new
nf tmffin tr, anrt from the Pacific, coast court. For several months these wornwork. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
to the Grand Trunk Pacific as soon as en have petitioned Chief Justice Har01 lne municipal courc ror a
at periods when the different books were in process of writing. This edition
completed, and already the available? ulson
mnn- nnrt th town sites which a fewl8Pectal court to deal chiefly with love,
includes his later, collected writings, such as " Eve's Diary," etc., etc.
nd marital troubles. It was
years ago- were in the midst of thelPathoB
decided
of
a
the
at
of
judges
meeting
nnnpnulen- nrairie between Winninec
and Edmonton are attracting Invest- the municipal court to create the doNow a
TOors and settlers from all over the mestic relations branch.
GO
search
is
for
conducted
the
being
also
of
world. The future
Brander Matthews says : "Mark Twain will be included in that group of writers headed
Winnipeg
was importantly affected by the deci- right judge to sit and hear the cases.
With the exception of Count Tolstoi, Twain was the greatest of
by Moliere and Cervantes.
sion of the Grand Trunk to build a Chief Justice Olson said last night
to Hudson Bay. These railway that as soon as he found a judge who
line
recent modern writers and will be handed down to posterity through the trio of his works
VIA THE SANTA PE
extensions have prompted the financ- could settle such ticklish questions a
little
better
than
associates
his
he
en'Huckleberry Finn,' 'Tom Sawyer,' and 'Pudd'nhead Wilson.' Twain is a greater stylist
ing of vast lumber, coal and iron
would
that Judge to the new
terprises to utilize the native re- court. assign
than Stevenson or Thoreau, and his 'Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg' is one of the
sources of the new country opened up.
finest works in English literature."
Up.rL Waste Rv Railroads.
DAVID GUADARAMA 13
The growing wreck waste of Amerl-- !
ON SALE NOW
ACQUITTED AT OEMING.
can railways, which is the biggest
SAN FRANCISCO, 866.90
exof their
item
LOS ANGELES
b,9U
"THERE are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost,
SAN DIEGO
pense, has cheerfully been ignored by Fourteen Hundred Head of Cattle
HARPER &
executives of western railways in anShipped to Gosford California,
$45.55
68.
Newell,
Beard,
Dielman,
BROTHERS
15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ,
Clinedinst,
Smedley,
Thulstrup,
CITY OP MEXICO,
From
for
Windmill
Louis
Brandels,
attorney
City.
swering
who offered to furnish
the
Du
Mora,
Franklin
Weldon,
r
Kemble,
Gilbert,
Merrill,
shippers,
Mond,
atop-oveOpper.
Square
Libiral
privileges
q'
Lung time limit
free of cost advice that he says will
Deming, N. M., Dee. 7. The case of
New York City
and
Tourist
Sleepers.
enable the roads "to save a million David Guadarama, accused of murder
Through Pullman
Please send me for
dollars a day." Whatever the merit and brought to Deming on a. change
C mf ortable Chair Cars, Steam
examination, carriage
of Mr. Brandeis' argument, the losses of venue from Las Cruces went to the
"THE binding is in rich red rep silk book cloth with
free, a set of MARK
H ated and Electric Lighted.
In
repairs, replacements, freight jury at 4:30 p. m. Saturday. At nine
TWAIN'S
WORKS,
claims and personal Injury claims re- o'clock they returned a verdict of not
in
title
labels
The
are
books
stamped
gold.
Author's National Edition,
SANTA PE ALL THE WAY.
sulting from wrecks on the steam guilty. The defendant was released
twenty five volumes, cloth
printed on white antique wove paper, especially A.
railways is admittedly waste and the but arrested again before he left the
binding. It is understood I may
For farther information, timetables and
totals are shown by the report of the'court room on charge of stealing al
made for this edition. Each volume is of generous
retain the set for five days, and at
Interstate Commerce Commission for falfa seed. His bail was fixed at $500
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
the expiration of that time, if I do
size and bulk, xjl2 inches.
,
the year ending June 30, 1908, to be and the case will be tried here during
not care for the books, I will return
the greatest single item of expense, the May term of court
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
at your expense. If I keep the
them
the total for that year being approxiI will, remit $2.00
Seven hundred cows and seven huna month until
books,
mately f251,OO0,0O0, or a quarter of dred calves were shipped Saturday
the full price, $25.00, has been paid, or,
the whole. At the same time the
within thirty days, $23.75 as payment in full.
burg prepaied to push the work on deaths and injuries as well as money by the Diamond A Cattle Company to
MINES AND MINING
the walls, and the indications
are losses were shown to be on the in- Gosford, California to be fattened for
the Los Angeles market
Cutter The frame work of the Ox- that the plant will be in operation crease at an appalling rate. Railway
Arthur Brock bought three hundred
Signature
no
executives
to
are
reluctant
longer
from Charles Poe ol
ide plant which is being erected for early in the spring. Mr. Gray who is
goats
angora
block
for
and
money
spend
signals
Send books to.
the Vanadium Mines company by Con to act as foreman of the plant arrived other modern safety equipment But Cooks, N. M., and is shipping the
A frtm'i nnv care to usa the
in
Cutter
with
wife
his
this
and
upper coupon)
week,
Sierra
the reduction in the same to his ranch near Parrai, Mextractor Stevens, at Cutter,
notwithstanding
"S. P. N. M. 12 1"
Vice President Bonitz, who has been wreck waste that
ico.
effects,
of
equipment
force
A
county, is about complete.
A.
in Pittsburg and other eastern cities, the losses continue. The
fallibility of Jack Smyre and A. L. Keeley to
bricklayers have arrived from Pitts Is expected back in a short time.
visual signals has been illustrated by J. Richardson 103 head of beef cattle. Mr. Richardson shipped these lidated by two young chinamen from rie, Wren, died Saturday morning of is hammered out of native copper, Is
cattle yesterday to the Los Angeles El Paso and will be operated at the pneumonia. The family Is scattered four inches in diameter at the mouth,
corner of Silver avenue and Pine
market.
'
at present, Miss Myrtle Wren being eight inches tall, and has on it besiW. C. Simpson is inspecting cattle street.
school at Weatherford, Texas, Rob- des the date a starred Jeeuit cross.
in
mm lv
runa
Town Marshall Howard has a force
today at Lordsburg.
ert
being in Mexico, and Tally in Ari- It is quite an interesting relic and
men
streets.
the
of
Oklahoma
up
has
cleaning
Jas. Henderson of
zona.
Arrangements for the funeral is on exhibition now at the Demin$
of
El Paso, is here
Mr. Kllnger,
purchased of A. M. Little the Palace
for the installa- are being suspended until the child- National Bank.
on Silver Avenue.
making
saloon
preparations
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Two Chinese, laundries owned by tion of the new block in the tower of ren can arrive.
Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refus substitutes.
Jas. E. Upton while hunting on the
If you want anything on earth try
Foley's
Sltig Lee and Mow Chung, respectiv- the court house.
;
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
J.,C. Wren and daughter, Miss Car Gila found an bid beU dated 1727. It a New Mexican Want Ad.
ely, have been purchased and conso- -

use the

Shortest Line io Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
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WHEN

UP TO DATE.

BAD BREAK.

STEUBEN.

PA IS LATK.

Is lM there's nothing rtjht.
"By the way," said the man In the When pa
"Beautiful girl!" cried the Impulsive
The house turns upside down.
young man on the shadowy deck of helmet, "drop down and see me " une Ma wonders why he s been detained.
time."
Her smile becomes a frown:
the lake steamer.
"Where are you living now?" asked And mirth gives way to worriment.
"Nonsense!"
veiling of the statue of General von
laughed the pretty
WANT Girl for general housework-ApplThe youngsters cense their play.
then man in the gwjg!es.
maid. "Beauty Is but skin deep."
Steuben:
And time theo drags most heavily
S. F. Hdw.
Supply Co.
In
lake
"Oh.
bottom
of
the
at
the
and
I highly appreciate the honor
"Ah, would that thou wert a
When pa remains away.
submarine
houseboat.
my
ad
before
and
of
t
appearing
privilege
WANTED Comp-'enwoman for
have an empty look.
"When Aunt Minerva announced
'Must be cool down there. Drop The dishes
Sir!
"Harry says it proves again the ne-seems bare;
dressing this imposing gathering afThe dinlnsr-roohouse work. Apply this office.
general
see
me
some
UB wtta
time."
and
taint-inme
or
01
up
waves
10
wiui
commence
me
aosoiuie
tne
eeieci
between
going
heargrew
Ma thinks the food will surely spoil
lapping
cessity
ter having had the pleasure of
BaId Janet. chopping somewhat
nat, I became as limp as a rag," son-- er. It seemed as though he was sit-'Up!"
That she had cooked with care.
the eloquent speech made by the
FOR SALJ3 Cows, horses and wagBentde a window patiently
In
I
am
aero
'Yes;
my
summering
c
- .v.,w,,
"
...B...
"
PrcstHont. Mnnv rlesrpnrlaTits nf the
6!ie watches for his smile
on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 40t
Minerva's Ideas and mine are differ- - surroundings.
plane
yacht."
com
he
Until
heart
her
a
loving
old German stock who have found
Galisteo St
And then the plain man spoke up:
ent, to express it mildly.
"That is, I mean well, you know a
Is aching all the while.
new home In this hospitable country.
"When you boys get through calling
"I do not stand well with my aunt, hippo's skin fudge! A hippo's skin li
If I
him
.
and now form a natural bond of an
whom we call sometimes 'our rich thick, deucedly thick, and if beauty Is on one another you might drop be- But when her vigil is repaid
Calling cards are always useful, alThre comes a sudden ohansre:
ever increasing friendship between tt0Be ralglng n,g gweet f
aunt' She objects to me because 1 skin .deep and you bad the skin of a twixt and between and see me."
ways
desirable, and the New Mexican
Pa wavps his hand, ma disappears.
"And where are you living?"
Germany and the United States, have help. There's a pink checked apron am so careless.
If she ever leaves hippo, why er you'd be that much
And frv.m the kitchen ranee
ran Bupply any kind for Christmas
come to Washington today to do hon- In that drawer.
"Oh, right on plain old terra firma." She deftly takes things beaming hot;
Hilda simply can't me the equivalent of a bronze medal more beautiful. Do I make mysell
gifts.
The youngsters yell ones more.
or to the memory of one of the most make mince meat, and it's her day out. I shall probably fritter It away.
'plain, Miss Evangeline?"
And rare is banished by the kiss
"I know I am careless,
because
"Yes, sir, you make yourself out to
Pa gives her at tile door.
distinguished ol their number at the Though why I am making It except
AN ARTFUL DODGER.
TYPEWRITERS
Columbian.
Aunt Minerva tells me so 865 times be the plainest dunce I ever saw. I
foot of his statue, which is also the from habit I cannot
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
"For Harry, dear," smiled Louise, a year and then some. 'Betty, you shall never speak to you again."
work of an American citizen of Gerlatents furnished. Ribbons aod supAnd the moon man wept
man descent. I am therefore very "because he loves homemade mince are always losing or destroying some A Necessary Preliminary.
says this paragon of aunts. .'I j
"I would like to go to one of these plies. Typewriters sold, exchange!
pleased to be able to regard this pies. As a peace offering, isn't it? thing,'
rented. Standard makes handled.
monument not only as one erected to What's the trouble ail about? The useU to wear my clothes a long time.'
palmists who pretend to foretell the md
A Ready Example.
work and ypewrlters guarknows
her
"She
hammer
sounds
charge
injurious
ominous."
repair
Gerfool
him."
future and
the memory of a distinguished
She picked upon Tommy as the
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-- .
"It was the worst dinner I ever against me is perfectly true, for she
do It. He would soon anteed.
"You
couldn't
man officer, who ably served this coun
hanKC Phone Black 231.
Janet began again. "I'm sorry once gave me a changeable silk most likely to do her credit. Tommy's
find out your game."
try, but also as a monument to the un- Igave,"
ever
wanted to cover that shirtwaist gown, which looked as if It had come freckled knees showed through his
he?"
could
"How
existed
broken friendship which has
trousers, and, because the managers
SALE Handsome
FOR
box with blue. The pink did very well. out of the arc.
quarter
"Well, ha could make you show
between Germany and the United
" 'Do I have to wear It, mamma?' I were present, Tommy sat with a hand
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing deyour hand."
States since the birth of the PePj hammer if It hadn't been for that box." asked appealing to the highest court. on each knee.
vice, spacious and in Ai condition.
" 'Yes, dear, but It won't last long,"
of the United States as a ration. In
"Tommy," said the teacher, "will
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
Now," said Louise, determinedly,
was
you please give me" the teacher
MORNING CONVERSATION.
those days the Great King from "begin at the beginning and try to replied mother, feelingly.
lone su!stantlal desk In splendid con- whom Steuben learnt the art of war t&lk sense."
"It didn't I wore it once to play always polite when the managers
lition for lower price. Inquire New
were present "will you please give
issued his order refusing transit
Mexican.
word
me
'toward'
a
sentence
the
with
I
of it left by the time reached home.
through the Prussian territory to
" 'Where's that silk dress I gave In it?"
the Hessian and other German troops
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
"Last week Harry had a birthday,"
Then Tommy rose, and, in a gracehired to fight against the colonists. explained Janet "He told me once he Betty?' Inquired Aunt Minerva the
thumb on each
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
a
ful
with
time
called.
next
attitude,
she
Frederick the Great was also one of bad never had a birthday cake, so I
" 'It gave out,' explained
014351
not coal.
mother, freckle, answered:
the first to recognize the independ- got to planning and decided that, conI ducked.
"Please, teacher, I toward my
Department of the Interior.
ence of the colonies by concluding a sidering the lovely chinchilla set he while
" 'Why, Sarah,' I heard my aunt say, irowsis!" Answers.
United States Land Office,
treaty of commerce with the United had Just given me, I would celebrate 1 wore that
for 22 years and
dress
Santa
Fe. N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
States. This monument will all the his birthday in grand fashion.
not a break In It! Betty Is so careNotice Is hereby given that the follo"He has been having some dread- - less.'
more be a token of the old friendship
They Saw the Joke.
wing-named
claimant has filed notAn Inveterate punster of this city
Jinks Some of the stories Bluffer
existing between the two great na-- j ful abstract cases and has stayed down
"Aunt Minerva brought up that
to make final proof
of
ice
intention
his
a
fair
be
to
at
to
hard
believe.
are
tells
several
to
county
lately
times this month, so
tions as the U. S. Congress, besides nights
dress 60 times a month for a year happened
In Eiipport of his claim under rections
In the art embroidery section, when
Winks Oh! I manage to get around
I asked after
come
tnat
be
he'd
BUre
home
erec-!
the
for
munificently providing
that.
1G and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891.
he saw approaching a pair of ac- that all right by refusing to believe
to DrinS me a hammer. I made
tion of this statue, has decided to pre-- h,m
names were anything he says.
11 80
front
whose
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
wouldn't
have
he
that
quaintances
important
"This all goes to show that I was
sent a copy of It to the Emperor.
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
Eliza and Ferd. As they started to
Here and in Germany whoever re. dared stay downtown for dinner and foolhardy to mention a hat while dear come
in, he barred the way.
479,) and the said proof will be made
auntie was in the room.
Restrictions.
gards one of the two monuments will for fear he
Is no place for you," he cried.
"This
Alfredo
before
had
for
I
Probate
tUnk
"
Montoya,
might
a
'I'll
said
We
auntie.
walk
narrow
the straight and
hat,'
get you
path
be reminded of the ancient ties of
to the plant department
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M.t on January
As home we come from toil;
gotten it, and I added that we should
"Never
aunt
offered "Go over
before
had
my
couhis
with
him
Ferdfriendship uniting
The town commands: "Keep off the
have a nice evening at home.
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Fe-nto buy me anything new. T saw one where they are In need of
sins beyond the ocean.
grass."
"Harry, said he'd come home early all trimmed ' I began. But she cut Ellza."
Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
oil."
wives:
Our
off
the
)
"Keep
G
A
Steuben was not an adventurer and went away flattered to death with me short.
And then he fled just before the
in sees. 35 and 3C, T. IS N., R. 5 E., N.
and the new umbrella I had given him. I
purely seeking personal fame
" T don't want you to have one of Joke began to glimmer upon them.
The Mosqultrj I'm glad vou came. I M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
A Question of Thirst
American.
Baltimore
money. He had been a distinguished had lost mine and two of his, so I those inverted
have
been nearly worked to death.
He names the following witnesses
peachbasket things,'
The woman lecturer who seeks to
officer in the Great Frederick's army thought it only fair to make him a she exclaimed.
The Fly Well, you can get a good to prove his actual continuous ad'I know better what
inculcate lessons of sweetness and rest now, I'll take care of him Uli he
in which he was connected with birthday present of one.
I
you want than you do yourself.
verse possession of said tract for
ON THE LINKS.
"Then I asked the "Weavers and the always made my own hats It's much
light was talking to a class of boys. gets ready to get up.
Quartermaster's Department, and an
twenty years next preceding the sursaw
two
alms
bestow
"I
dinto
upon
come
7
persons
o'clock
Bartons
for a
an Aide de Camp to the King. He
cheaper Just to buy the material.'
vey of the township, viz:
said.
she
a
old
man
" 'My old one will last for awhile
poor
came to America at the request of ner, since the trip out here is so long.
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Pax
Distinction.
"One gave a cent with a smile, the
I
the
cake
out
made
mother's
and
I
with
got
want
a
wear
to
letter
as
as
Franklin
and
it
long
possible,'
Benjamin
When you to till the soil begin
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
other a nickel with a frown. Now
glass cake stand and I said.
of Introduction from him. Steuben
Tour terms prepare to choose;
N. M.
man
did
which
do
the
Blanca,
you
suppoue
"
with
It
covered
and
hearts
evipink candy
'We'll go at once,' said auntie,
It's "agriculture" if you win
himself wrote to Congress that the
most good?"
And "farming' If you lose.
it round with smllax. And I dently touched by my
Any person who desires to protest
honor of serving a nation engaged in wound
"It Just depends, ma'am," said one
twenty-on- e
of those pink rose
"Like a lamb I followed her to the
against the allowance of said proof,
the noble enterprise of defending its got
Incorrigible, "upon .how thirsty be
oh, of course, he's older, car, I even meekly offered
or who knows of any substantial rea
to
carry
A Waiting Gams.
right and liberties was the reason but you can't say 'sweet sixteen' to a her umbrella
was."
though It was a cotton
"You let two automobile scorchers son under the laws and regulations
that brought me to this continent, man. And Hilda and I
up a beau- one.
got
get
by without saying a word to 'em!" of the Interior Department why suoh
American
troops tiful dinner.
Steuben joined the
" 'No,
Betty,' she replied, 'you are
"Don't worry," replied Si Simlin. "I proof should not be allowed will be
Just In Time.
during the gloomy winter at Valley
was
"Everybody
lucky and caught not to be trusted you'd lose It'
"I hear that Mrs. Roberson has de- reckon I know the constable business, given an opportunity at tne
Forge and was soon afterwards ap- the right train and seemecs filled with
"We had a merry hunt for what
cided not to get a divorce, after all." by lettln' a few go past I set up a feil-ltime and place to cross-- ,
Arof
the
General
the birthday spirit But Harry didn't Auntie wanted. Fortunately for me,
pointed Inspector
of confidence an' by an' by I'll git a examine the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
time
She
discovered
in
"No.
Just
my. The condition of the troops at come.
the stores do not carry antebellum
that It would be impossible, owing to bunch wu'th while."
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
that time is too well known to need
"By and by I got nervous and went hats. At last she pounced upon a
the way It was marked, for her to
submitted by the claimant
of
that
susto
office
the
He
to
Their
the
had
left
frame which she thought she could
phone.
Inability
description.
take her silver with her if she mar
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Gentle Hint.
tain a contest against the organized at 5, and so I told Hilda to heat up the cut down. I wondered If the other
ried the man who had been urging her
In
said
Register
the
me!"
"Dear
we
and
make
had
a
in
the
me
wore
I
would
when
pretty
mob
been
girl
soup
had
soldiers
gravy
It
girls
to
taught
freedom."
secure
her
English
" 'Betty, you are to pay for it,' said
"Peaches always cause
the orchard.
of ducks, my dear, beautiful wild ones.
woeful lesson by the campaign
" 'Well, we watted and waited. At auntie.
me to smack my lips."
Notice for Publication.
Auntie had come only to
1776 in New York and New Jersey.
"Indeed!" laughed the young man at
Applies to Both.
(013780.)
It is recognized by all American his- last at 8 o'clock I made them wait help select my hat
"A learned professor says the type- her side. "Well, there are some
"I hadn't so much minded her paywe went out to dinner withso
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
look tired, dear.
You
Edith
torians, that none of the foreign of- out long
to
of
cause
me
is
motion."
smack
the
their
writer
that
poetry
'peaches'
Hilda had lighted the ing for the old creation, but It was a
Harry.
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ficers rendered more important serviI'm almost
Ethel Tired!
A great deal depends on lips." And then he got busy.
"TJmph!
it was a part of the pro- blow to me to think of my good money dead! I walked allWhy,
of the Interior,
out
ces than Steuben did by organizing candles, as Mr.
the
here
way
Department
the carriage."
and
Barton took the head going for a thing like that
United States Land Office,
from my house fully half a mile!
and disciplining the army, introducing gram,
"He was speaking of a machine."
came
"When
hideous
to
a
it
table.
of
a
the
buying
had
Everything
'kept
A Hurry Call.
Santa Fe, N. M.t Nov. 9, 1910.
a system of military tactics and creat"I'm speaking of the machine and
warm' taste to me and I couldn't eat black and magenta how I bolted. I
"I'm looking for a doctor. Can you
Notice Is hereby given that the toV
it."
who
damsel
the
pounds
ing the engineer and artillery corps. for fear Harry had been robbed or run told her I didn't have the money.
Same Old Bluff.
answer a hurry call?"
lowing-nameclaimant has filed noEducated in the best school of war of over, and it was dreadful all around.
"I'll lend you,' said auntie, the in- The notes she writes are full of bliss
"If it comes within my province," tice of his intention to make final
the
trusted
and
by
his time, approved
exorable.
'Those are the colors I bad
That seldom comes to mortal's lot;
"When did he come? At 8:45!
A Double Fall.
"I'm a lung spe- proof in support of his c'arm under
said the physician.
But when she says she sends a kiss
Great Frederick his services to his
"Did the aerial acrobat who was to cialist, yon know."
"He came right out to the dining on a hat when I was a girl.'
means she's made another blot
It
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
invaluable.
were
I
as
now?'
"'Are
country
good
they
style
adopted
room, saying he was starved or somegive the manager an exhibition of his
"The boy's lungs seem to be all 3, 1891 (26
Stats., 854), as amended by
Steuben succeeded in bringing order thing. And the candles were all out ventured.
make
good?"
a
ability
" 'You pay too much attention to
right It's green apple specialist I the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
'
out of the general confusion, reducing and the cake was cut and everything
Very Much Heat.
"No; in his best act he lost his
want"
the fads,' returned Auntie, reproving470), and that said proof will be made
"Listen to this," cried the author,
the raw recruits to a homogenous was as bad as possible.
'I want this hat to last you sevbefore Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
ly.
'As
he
It
his
was
from
And
his
trial
a
mass with the old troops and accustmanuscript
What
reading
pity!
"Of course, he was surprised, but all eral
seasons.'
Cctnr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
Candid Talk.
looked at her, fire and fury blazed up balance, too!"
oming the whole to the utmost preci- he said was, 'Here's that hammer, and
"As I helped dear auntie on the car In his eyes, and as that look scorched
"How are you today? Feeling well?" 1910. viz: Mauriclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
sion of movement and management of you're lucky to get it' Then he handI
'Shall I
N. M., for the claim 4372 In Sec 7.
"Do you really care a rap?"
parcels?' her soul she fell to the ground weeparms and to yield punctilious obe- ed me a rusty, battered old thing that A asked: Idea had carry the
OF COURSE NOT.
to ing scalding tears!' How's that?"
occurred
I merely asked out of T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
a
just
bright
"Not
rap.
dismade everybody scream with laughter. me.
dience to orders. By imparting
"Hot stuff!" returned the admiring
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
politeness that I see was quite wast'That was the reason the hammer.
cipline he gave confidence to the of'"No, dear you are too careless,' friend.
ed."
He names the following witnesses
ficers and men and enabled the troops
'He had taken an early train home she replied.
to
prove bis actual continuous adverse
to
of
the country
and when he got to our station he re
from different parts
"I had felt one of those careless
possession of said tract for twenty
AND GOT TO SMOKING AGAIN.
act together with unanimity and ef- membered the hammer and took the streaks coming on me, but auntie had
Her Belief.
years next preceding the survey of the
He ,got there so nipped It in the bud I
Stella Maude Is a firm believer In
fect. By introducing military habits next train back.
viz:
township,
of
were
the
should
stores
that
that
late
he
the
closed,
people
suppressed
of strict obedience
marry
theory
"'I'll just figure out what you owe
Sanchez. Manuel Sanchei,
Vicente
so
the
back
went
and
to
be
tumult and disorder and by his regid course,
me,' she said, laying her bundles down their opposites.
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanches, all of
to
The
hammer.
so?
office
makes
What
office
the
think
Mabel
sums
were
beside
her.
get
you
of
great
inspection
system
Cuba, N. M.
Stella Why, since she became en"I sat listlessly beside her, feelsaved at a time when the very exist-onc- e boy had locked It In his locker.
Is
Black
to
she
was
for
of
a
there
Any person who desires to protest
a
search
the
"Then
but
auntie
like
Billy
bleaching
econon
crape,
gaged
piece
ing
of the nation depended
to golden. Billy, you
against the allowance of said proof,
omy in the army. Warm hearted, af- janitor and duplicate keys. Nothing was as chipper as you please. Just her dark hair
or who knows of any substantial reaIt was then I looked to see where we were. know, is a brunette.
fectionate, generous to the extreme, mattered but the hammer. time
we
Is
son
cars
to
where
'This
under the laws and regulations
a
that
gold
like
nugget
change
ofby
and
loved
many
him
the soldiers
He finally got the night watch- quick!' I cried.
of the Interior Department why such
ficers regarded him with romantic Harry.
Alecks.
Smart
men and between them they dug it
proof should iot be allowed will be
affection, He was prompt to acknow"Here's a note from one of those
"We hurried out and boarded the
while we at home were eating
an opportunity at the
out,
given
reto
make
and
mistake
a
eager
ledge
e
our soup. Fortunately, he caught the other car. As soon as she had recov- cheerful Idiots," remarked thehe
time and place to
as
editor
opened
paration wherever it was due.
Aunt
ered
Minerva asked:
her breath
would not
or
he
last
train,
witnesses
express
of
the
said
claimant,
a yellow envelope, "who wants to
I cannot close my few remarks In have reached home till 9:30.
"Have you my umbrella, Betty?'
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
a better way than by quoting the
" 'No, Aunt Minerva,' I answered know why Niagara falls."
that submitted by claimant
rehorse
the
hero
"That's
easy," rejoined
George
words of your national
"You
said you couldn't
savagely.
OTERO.
MANUEL
"Tell him it's because its bed
porter.
Washington. On the day he resigned
he told a great story. It made
Register.
" 'I believe I left it at the store,' she cannot hold it up."
his commission as Commander in a "Oh,
tremendous hit Nobody could see
he
that
Steuben
exclaimed.
'If
to
The Farmer There's
Chief he wrote
you hadn't spoken
money In
why I wasn't pleased over Harry's
Notice for Publication.
wished to make use of his last mo- display of obedience and devotion. He about carrying ltr '
raising Belgian hares.
Very
Appropriate.
Coal Jemez Forest.)
"I was too nearly lifeless to offer to
(013846
The
Contractor
as
It
ment of his public life to express to even told them that I said I had to
but
ain't
Yes;
"Your lines to a hobble skirt are
Department of the Interior,
profitable as putting down Belgian
Steuben in the strongest terms his have the hammer that night or I return to look for her umbrella. Be- truly suitable."
United States Land Office.
sense of the obligations the public couldn't sleep, because the box must sides, I needed my strength for the
"As to how in particular?" Inquired blocks.
Santa Fe, N. M, Nov. 14, 1910.
was under to him for his faithful and be covered by noon next day, as the coming ordeal of wearing that awful the gratified poet
was going to build for me.
she
hat
Is hard for some people
Friend
It
(Republication.)
meritorious services.
to
meet
here But soon I heard her voice
embroidery class was
"They limp badly."
Coming Too Swift.
to keep their good resolutions.
Notice is hereby given that
the
that afternoon. I may have told him Tou owe me a dollar sixty-nin- e again:
We
not
dare
to
an
write
ode
BetWidow I know it; my poor husband
following named claimant has filed
The latest highest flyer.
that, but he should have known that ty, what did you do with those parDEATH OF MRS. M. M.
died the day after he swore oft smoKitchen Philosophy.
notice of his intention to make final
Because before It's printed
PADGETT AT LAS VEGAS. I didn't mean It
Some one will have Sown higher.
cels?'
king.
"Do you think there Is anything In
in support of his claim under
proof
wouldn't
of
blame
a
the
bit
"He
take
"'Auntie, you said surely you've nutmeg raising?"
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
been Invited never
insisted
If
that
had
he
Afnew
I
lost
hat?"
and
to
my
Wife of Editor of Optic Succumbs
gone
have grate possi3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
"Well, It ought
Confession.
his own birthday party he would
Curious to Know.
began to sit up and take notice. 'You
ter a Brief Illness With a Quick to
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Dolly "Have you noticed the ex It may be, aa the preachers say,
let the hammer rest in Johnnie's are tired, so I'll go back though I bilities."
have
Pneumonia.
From heaven baseball they will not bar. States., 470), and that said proof will
quisite brand of face powder Lucy
locker. And then they laughed more don't think I'll ever find It'
But how the mischief can they play
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
UBes?"
all but cried with rage. Hand
I
and
It Wasnt Saturday.
"I never did. I returned home with
'
S. Ct Comr., Cuba, N. M., on FebruDick "Er yes. It Is the finest I The game where no ballplayers are?
Sympathy goes out to M. M. Pad me the citron, please." Janet sighed the peach-bask"Did you advertise for a girl?"
hat to save dear
ever got on my coat sleeve."
ary 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
gett, editor of the Las Vegas Optic, as she got out a blue mixing bowl.
"Yes, I want a girl to scrub."
auntie from the exertion of going
The Sad Truth.
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 In
on account of the death of his wife,
"Did you cover the box?" asked down town again.
don't need scrubbing, and whon
remarked the morallzer,
"Economy,"
Sees. 2S and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., .
which occurred yesterday at the Mea Louise, tremuously.
can
scrub
myself."
I
made
do
"'I could have
Betty such a I
Stupid People.
"Is the source of wealth."
P. M.
dow City after a brief illness with
No. I didn't The embroidery class pretty hat' said auntie, when she saw
Traveler Haven't you a
"That's right," rejoined the demornames the following witnesses
He
pneumonia. Mrs. Padgett was horn doesn't meet till next week, anyway. me with the one I had bought, 'if she
We
used
to
have
Station Agent
Its Value.
alizer. "By denying one's self all the to
at Portsmouth, Ohio, on December 18, But Harry fixed It for me the next hadn't been so careless as to let me
prove his actual continuous adverse
I hear Jack Smart married a one until the people began to think luxuries of life it Is possible to save
She
1873, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. night for fear I would commit suicide leave those parcels,'
the trains were supposed to keep to it up enough money to 'provide them fn possession of said tract for twenty
girl with a fine figure.
"I am willing to take blame some
years next preceding the survey of
George Daum. On June 14, 1899, she with the hammer, he said, and, beFllegende Blaetter.
liberal quantities for some one else."
I should say so! A figure of
Ho
the township, viz.:
times."
was married to Mr. Padgett, and four sides, Johnnie might need
about $10,000 a year.
"Fine Music.
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales.
years ago came to Las Vegas for
They were enjoying some musio.
Her Wrath Justified.
health reasons. Besides her husbCristobal
Casados, Euseblo Truji'.Io,
DenA Gentle Hint.
was
"Pbwat
that
called,
song
Valuable Advice.
' What is she mad about?"
The Wherefore.
all of Cuba, N. M.
and, a daughter, Elizabeth Theresa,
nis?" she aBked.
Said He You are a peach.
me
for
are
"You
asking
always
woman
has
been
mean
a
clock
"That
fellow
two
watches the
sist"That
talking
aged four and a half years,
8 aid She Are you aware that a
"Bedad, Mary," replied Dennis, "it's about her
Any person who desires to protest
hut you never seem to take any
baby."
good deal."
down on the bill of fare as an aria."
the allowance of said proof,
ers, the Misses Mary and Louise tone goes with every peach?
against
I give."
that
"What could she say mean about an or who knows
"It's excusable in his case," exof any substantial reaSaid He Yes.
Daum, and her parents survive the
"I know It You see, I am frequenttnnocent
boss.
"He's
the
baby?"
Indulgent
plained
was folne enough to be called a front
Said She Well, this peach would ly In doubt, before I consult you, as to
son under the laws and regulations of
deceased.
looked
Its
"She
said
like
It
and
father."
the
deaf
can't
hear
somewhat
. i
iiOUl'.'
like the stone on her engagement lin- what Is the best thing not to da"
i,
the Interior Department why such
whistle."
'When you have a cold get a bottle ger.'
proof should not be allowed will be
Natural Inheritance.
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
given an opportunity at the
Option the Other Way.
Aeronautical Term.
x
Said He Miss Plymouth Is rather
e
time and place to
Too Busy Thinking.
will fix you up all right and will ford
A 8ure Sign.
state
Is
In
sort
a
"The
of
weather
hobble
a
in
that
at
look
"Just
girl
the witnesses of said claimIsn't she?
"Is It true that he Is very absent, twisted condition."
off any tendency toward pneumonia.
; Ashley
smoked for skirt being towed along by a bulb
hasn't
Kloudly
Said She Yes, Indeed. But that is ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
minded?"
This remedy contains no opium or a month.
"How so?"
dog."
should say It 1st A street oar win
natural. Some of her ancestors of that submitted by claimant.
"I
only
other narcotic and may be given as
not
are
but
know?
How
do
you
going dry here,
Seymour
"Things
"I see her. The dog at the end of dow fell on his arm last
lived before Columbus discovered
and
he
year
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.
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account
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the
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a
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America.
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the time of the hearing. Temporary
day was slightly below the average.
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hear them say, "What shall I give man's two daughters were the prose
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